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Guitar Instrumentals, Electric, Accoustic and Guitar synth. Country to progressive, earthy to ethereal,

Solo and Jam Band. 7 MP3 Songs ROCK: Instrumental Rock, ROCK: Acoustic Details: "A Jam is a

currently living active conversation in the language of musical notes and chords, ever changing and

evolving," Bob Couchenour "Music is well said to be the speech of angels; in fact, nothing among the

utterances allowed to man is felt to be so divine. It brings us near to the infinite." Thomas Carlyle "...in my

playing, taking all the skill and ability the Lord has allowed me to develop and then giving the best and

offering it back to Him, I am entering into the realm of angels. My speech is not that of human reasoning

but of the heavenly host moving in response and into battle with principalities and powers that would raise

them selves in defiance of the Lord our God." Bob Couchenour Robert D. Couchenour Musician,

Producer. Promoter, Teacher Now pursuing opportunities to engage in professional music and guitar

related interests. (Guitar Instrumentalist, Band member, Band Leader, Session Musician, Guitar Teacher,

Music Theory Teacher as relates to guitar, Music production, Music promotion) Forty plus years (40+)

experience playing the guitar. Primarily Rock, Bluegrass, Country, Blues, and Alternative Acoustic

genres. Self taught guitarist. Complier and author of "Contemporary Lead Guitar and Music Theory"

syllabus used at music and guitar training sessions. Available for sale and download as a 107 page - 3

Meg - PDF file at godjam.us , or 107 pages in 3 Ring Binder. Promoter of "God Jam" concerts held 2003

(2) and 2004 (3) in Frederick and Washington County Maryland Parks. Plans to expand into the Baltimore

area in 2005. Produced 18 Worship CDs' for Cornerstone Fellowship Worship Team November 2003 -

June 2004. Produced personal CD "I Am the Lord's" released December 2004. Second CD is currently in

progress - proposed release February 2005. Currently sponsoring God Jam Boot Camp Sessions at

Cornerstone Fellowship in Frederick Maryland to teach musicians music theory and then apply theories
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through Jam Sessions. Held Friday evenings 7:45 - 8:45 teaching, Jam session - including Advanced,

Intermediate and Novice level musicians 9:00 - Midnight. Occasional Session work at Harvest Recording

Studio in Emmitsburg Maryland. Currently lead guitarist with Cornerstone Fellowship Worship team -

Frederick Maryland (2000-Present) Publisher of "The Official God Jam News Letter" 3-4 times a month.

"E-Zine/newsletter is intended to keep you informed of GOD JAM Events, stimulate the musicians mind

concerning Guitar and Music theory as well as Church and Social issues, and provide resources to aid

local Christian musicians in the pursuit of their music and recording careers. Periodic Press releases will

be issued, the intent being to inform the media (radio, newspapers, local magazines and television) of

events of note." Owner/webmaster of WWW.GODJAM.US (aka fredwebsince 1996). Currently receives

an average of 80+ distinct sessions and 250+ page views per day. Author of numerous music or guitar

related articles for the newsletter and web site. Also author of numerous social and church related articles

published in the e-zine and on the web site as well as outside ezine publications. Age: 53 - Married -

Father: 10 children
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